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Abstract
As a research field geared toward understanding and improving learning, Learning Analytics (LA) must be able to provide empirical support for causal claims. However, as a highly applied field, tightly controlled randomized experiments are not always feasible nor desirable. Instead, researchers often rely on observational data, based on which they may be reluctant to draw causal inferences. The past decades have seen much progress concerning causal inference in the absence of experimental data. This paper introduces directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), an increasingly popular tool to visually determine the validity of causal claims. Based on this, three basic pitfalls are outlined: confounding bias, overcontrol bias, and collider bias. Further, the paper shows how these pitfalls may be present in the published LA literature alongside possible remedies. Finally, this approach is discussed in light of practical constraints and the need for theoretical development.

Notes for Practice
- If LA researchers want to investigate learning processes or make claims about the effectiveness of their interventions, they need causal knowledge.
- To arrive at causal knowledge from nonexperimental research data, a principled approach to reason about causal assumptions and make informed decisions is needed.
- This paper shows how directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) can be used for this purpose.
- Using examples from the published LA literature, potential pitfalls in causal inference are discussed and possible remedies are presented.
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1. Introduction
The burgeoning field of Learning Analytics (LA) is concerned with improving student learning. Central to this endeavour is arriving at an actionable insight or actionable intelligence (Clow, 2013; Jørnø & Gynther, 2018), usually gleaned from data-intensive methods of modelling and predicting student learning in online environments. However, the step from predicting learning success via data-driven modelling to improving learning success via data-informed learning design necessitates causal knowledge about the effects of interventions. However, as others have noted, robust causal knowledge remains relatively scarce in LA (Motz et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2019).

Causal knowledge cannot be derived from mere analysis of data, as the mechanistic reality we are interested in, and the data generated from it are fundamentally distinct (Bareinboim et al., 2020). The leap from patterns in data to causal claims is a qualitative one, needing information from “outside” the data (Hernán et al., 2019). Such additional information comes in the form of reasoning about the data-generation process. Without it, claims of, for example, effective analytics implementations or improved understanding of learning processes must remain questionable (Prosperi et al., 2020). For example, a statistical comparison of two distributions becomes a vehicle for causal claims if we learn the data were generated in a randomized...
experiment. On the other hand, lacking this information or finding reasons for doubt (e.g., indication of failed randomization or incomplete blinding), we decrease our belief in causal claims derived from this data. Causal assumptions are another type of “outside” information that helps us reason about the data-generation process. These types of theory- or experience-based assumptions (e.g., which variables causally affect which other variables) can be encoded in graphical models and generated with domain knowledge, which — under some conditions — allow for approximation of causal effects, even from observational data (Robins, 2001; Hernán et al., 2019).

The past decades have seen much progress in the field of causal inference, most prominently spearheaded by Judea Pearl (Pearl, 1995; Pearl, 2009; Pearl et al., 2016; Pearl, 2021). Central to this is the use of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), a way of non-parametrically encoding causal assumptions within a set of variables of interest. Like the recent introduction of DAGs to the field by Hicks et al. (2022), this paper aims to give a non-technical introduction to how causal questions in LA can be graphically displayed in DAGs. While Hicks et al. (2022) show how DAGs can be used to communicate across discipline lines and provide an example from the area of student retention, our primer focuses on potential examples of bias in the published LA literature. We use these illustrative examples to show how they may be depicted in DAGs, how this may affect inferences and, finally, what principled methods of circumventing these pitfalls are available.

2. Actionable Insights and Causal Inference in Learning Analytics

Learning Analytics is frequently defined by referring to two underlying goals: understanding learning and optimizing learning (Siemens & Gašević, 2012). Similarly, the often-cited goal of arriving at actionable insights (Jørnø & Gynther, 2018) is rooted in the notion of LA being an applied field concerned with taking practical steps toward improving learning instead of stopping at the description and prediction of learning or student success (Cooper, 2012). In fact, where the “insight” component may be satisfied with modelling learning processes, the “actionable” component strongly implies the need for available measures known to be effective. This is also well represented in Clow’s (2013) learning analytics cycle, where data lead to metrics, and metrics inform appropriate interventions.

However, what is not encoded in this cycle, is that the step from metrics to intervention is a particularly difficult one. Choosing an effective intervention based on certain metrics of learning implies that we have a causal model about 1) how the metric emerged in the first place and 2) how an intervention will affect the process responsible for the generation of the metric. One may be tempted to believe that this crucial information can be found in the data itself, but this is a fallacy, as description and prediction are epistemologically on a different plane than reasoning about cause and effect (Hernán et al., 2019). Thus, it would be a mistake to only use data-driven prediction models to arrive at causal claims of what can be done to improve learning. This mistake is increasingly recognized in epidemiology, health care, and other fields drawing on machine learning and related technologies (Prosperi et al., 2020; Pearl, 2019), and thus, logically extends to LA, as well as Educational Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence in Education (Baker et al., 2021).

A particularly well-known vehicle for causal claims is the simple information of whether the data was generated from a randomized controlled experiment (RCT: randomized control trial) or not. If the answer is “yes,” then we are usually confident about drawing a causal conclusion from the data; if the answer is “no,” we are hesitant, even though the data has not changed. Thus, the validity of claims hinges on this qualitative, outside information. However, as shown later in this paper, there is no magic ingredient that makes data from RCTs vehicles for causal inferences. In fact, even RCTs cannot deliver what we would ideally want for causal inferences: counterfactual data (Morgan & Winship, 2015). That is, data points from two parallel worlds, one in which a student has received a treatment and one in which the exact same student has not. In the absence of counterfactual data — which is impossible to obtain — we rely on an approximation via randomization. Thus, the RCT is merely a special case of a larger framework of causal reasoning; a special case, admittedly, with some effective embedded assumptions.

Despite RCTs being acknowledged as the gold standard for testing causal claims in many areas of the behavioural sciences, LA has been comparatively reluctant to adopt this tool for evaluating the effectiveness of its interventions, as reported in recent systematic reviews (Sønderlund et al., 2018; Viberg et al., 2018). Discipline-independent reasons may be found in a hesitancy to generalize from RCTs, given that imposing control over humans and social processes for the benefit of internal validity (strength of causal claims) is detrimental to external validity (transferability across target groups and contexts). Further, not all education researchers are equally convinced of the suitability of RCTs for certain aspects of the study of human learning, as RCTs may be considered limited in providing valuable information to learners as individuals (e.g., Winne 1982; 2017). Nonetheless, specific hallmarks of RCTs are generally accepted in the research community as a means to provide evidence for causal relations and the efficacy of treatments in particular.

As a result, there have been calls for the increased application of experiments to improve the strength of causal claims in LA (Motz et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2019). A discipline-specific reason for the heretofore dearth of experiments may be found in the fact that LA is understood to be a rather applied field of research, thus, not lending itself readily to tightly controlled
experiments. Besides this, we can conjure two further reasons why the field of LA may, in the past, have been less worried about drawing causal inferences from observational data than, say, education research or psychology. First, LA frequently deals with larger amounts of data than education research or psychology. Researchers and practitioners may be compelled to believe in the validity of their inferences drawn from this data, as common constraints on validity, like lack of representativeness and low statistical power, appear less applicable. Second, LA research data are often behavioural data gleaned from the learning environment (e.g., LMS) instead of self-reporting. This lends credence to the notion that the collected data are objective and, thus, less prone to human biases (e.g., halo effect, social desirability, lack of metacognitive awareness), although there is evidence to suggest log and process data also provide challenges in terms of construct validity and measurement reliability (Zhou & Winne, 2012; Winne, 2020).

While using big sets of log and process data in LA may improve our confidence in the validity of the description and prediction of student learning, even the largest behavioural dataset and the most sophisticated algorithm will fall short of drawing valid causal inferences toward improving student learning without additional information. What is needed to draw these conclusions is information from outside of the data, and it is qualitative (Hernán et al., 2019). The framework by Pearl (2009) allows for reasoning about causal inference with this “outside” information. Thus, the following will outline a principled approach to improving causal inferences from data generated by different research designs, among them observational data. In this primer, we will focus on the “back-door criterion” (Pearl, 2009; Pearl et al., 2016; Pearl, 2021), the simplest way to use DAGs to assess the possibility of bias and to derive countermeasures.

3. Introducing Directed Acyclic Graphs

Causal inferences can be improved by reasoning about causal assumptions with the help of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). DAGs are an intuitive way of visually representing causal assumptions, like in structural equation modelling (SEM), essentially by drawing variables, boxes, and arrows. Judea Pearl has been pioneering this approach since the 1990s (Pearl, 1995), and although Pearl, his collaborators, and subsequent researchers have now developed comprehensive frameworks for causal inferences using DAGs (Pearl et al., 2016; VanderWeele, 2015; Hernán & Robins, 2020; Morgan & Winship, 2015), we focus here on a few key ideas that can help us arrive at better causal inferences, no matter the research design at hand.

Importantly, and in contrast to typical SEMs, DAGs are nonparametric in that they make no assumptions about distribution or functional form (Elwert & Winship, 2014). For example, an arrow pointing from one variable to the other could indicate a linear, quadratic, or exponential function. Their primary function is not estimation — although estimation of causal effects is the ultimate goal — but identification of causal effects, which is done graphically by inspecting the causal assumptions represented in a DAG. Thus, nonparametric identification is akin to qualitatively asking the DAG, “Can we estimate the causal effect from the data (provided our causal assumptions are correct)?” In practice, however, it is unlikely that causal assumptions will be “correct” in a binary sense. Instead, researchers may aim for a high degree of correctness of their DAG. Crucially, the construction of a DAG (and its degree of correctness) relies on domain knowledge to convey the causal assumptions from “outside” the data. With the help of such substantive knowledge, e.g., experience and theory, experts can construct DAGs that convincingly depict the causal assumptions in the nomological net of the variables of interest. With this DAG at hand, we can then reason about sources of bias, the potential for confounding, and approaches for controlling or purposefully avoiding control of these factors, either statistically or by design.

The following subsections first provide an example from MOOC research, in which a DAG is used to reason about a simple but common research context with confounding present. Following this example, the three most fundamental causal configurations are described, how they are represented in a DAG and what they imply for causal inference. Then, using a more complex example from research on LA dashboards, it is shown how pitfalls stemming from these configurations can be overcome by controlling for the appropriate variables. A brief overview of statistical and experimental control concludes this introduction to DAGs, thereby laying the foundation for the remainder of this paper.

3.1. Motivating Example from MOOC Research

This section will provide a hypothetical example of how a DAG may be used for causal reasoning, demonstrating how employing relevant domain knowledge to construct DAGs may lead to improved causal inferences. Crucially, this is a fictitious and highly simplified scenario. We do not suggest that this and the following fictitious examples paint a comprehensive picture of the relationships at hand. Instead, they should be interpreted as illustrative examples to introduce causal reasoning with DAGs.

A fictitious team of researchers has collected data from a large MOOC and wants to understand which student behaviours predict MOOC completion to modify the learning design of the course to improve student success in future iterations. For this example, they collect observational data about MOOC completion and study behaviour (e.g., frequency of access to learning material, login times). The researchers draw a preliminary DAG detailing their hypothesis, as in Figure 1.
Grounding this in the adopted model of Joksimović et al. (2018), the hypothesized causal variable study behaviour as it is conceptualized here is akin to behavioural engagement. Further, its indicators are likely continuous (e.g., number of discrete accesses, amount of time spent in the environment) and expected to be causally related to MOOC completion, a course-level outcome indicator (Joksimović et al., 2018), measured on a binary scale (completion y/n). Because DAGs are non-parametric, the level of measurement (binary, continuous) is not encoded visually. However, the causal assumptions are, so the researchers draw an arrow from this hypothesized causal variable to the dependent variable to indicate the causal assumption (this is the “directed” part of DAGs). At this point, it could be argued that most researchers would not make a causal assumption from observational data. Yet, this would be at odds to improve student success based on this research. So even though the researchers may not be able to conduct an RCT, it is still the causal effect they are ultimately interested in. Arguably, this is true for any research goal that attempts to go beyond prediction toward understanding and/or improving learning.

Once the necessary statistical analyses are conducted, the researchers obtain an estimate of the correlations and report the associations, taking care to contain their language so as not to suggest unwarranted causality, as is custom (Grosz et al., 2020). Yet, careful language does not help them here, as their ultimate goal is to learn how to improve course completion, a decidedly causal undertaking. Thus, they need to know to what extent the hypothesized causal variable would affect the outcome variable if they decided to redesign or modify the course accordingly.

A frequently plausible objection to causal claims from observational data is confounding. Because the researchers in this MOOC project are education researchers, they infer that self-regulated learning skills (SRL) may play a role in MOOC completion (Littlejohn et al., 2016; Moreno-Marcos et al., 2020). They hypothesize that SRL may be a confounder, a variable affecting what they expect to be the causal variable and the outcome, thereby introducing a spurious correlation between them. They draw a DAG to depict this assumption (Figure 2), in which SRL affects both study behaviour as well as MOOC completion. According to this, developing an intervention that merely affects SRL, for example, increasing time spent on the platform (e.g., higher frequency of access to material, increased time spent on the platform) could be a waste of resources because the causal effect of interest is still unknown. This is because a confounder introduces spurious associations between variables, and the researchers would not know whether to attribute the estimated correlation coefficient to the true causal effect or the spurious part of association. In the language of causal inference, this means that the causal effect is not identified (Pearl, 1993). A non-identified causal effect is the non-parametric equivalent of model misspecification. Model misspecification in multiple regression occurs when a relevant variable is omitted from the model, or an irrelevant variable is included, with varying effects on bias and error in the estimation, as demonstrated in Rao (1971). Similarly, when speaking of non-identified causal effects, we are stating in general terms that a statistical estimate will not reflect the true causal effect because our causal net of variables suggests a source of bias introducing spurious associations.

Responding to this problem, the researchers could then try to statistically control for SRL. A straightforward way to do this is to collect self-report data on SRL from MOOC students in their next round of data collection. During analysis, statistical control would then be done, for example, by introducing the variable SRL into the regression model, in effect assessing the association between the hypothesized causal variable and the outcome variable while subtracting the common cause of SRL.

---

1 The term hypothesized causal variable is used throughout the manuscript because it communicates the causal assumptions that form the basis of causal reasoning. We use this label instead of independent variable, which presumes experimental manipulation, and the label predictor variable, which usually refers to non-manipulated variables. In contrast, hypothesized causal variables are agnostic to their methods of investigation. When explicitly talking about experiments or regression-based statistical modelling, the appropriate terms will be used instead of this label.
In an idealized world in which SRL is the only confounder, any remaining association between the variables of interest would be the causal effect. Then, depending on the presence of such an effect, a successful intervention could consist of prompting students to access learning materials more frequently or spend more time in the MOOC environment. This is often not the case, and de-confounding can be more difficult than this. Not only are there usually more potential confounders to consider, but there are also situations in which controlling for a variable may itself introduce spurious associations. However, if we conceive of the validity of our claims not as dichotomous but continuous, this does not invalidate efforts at reducing bias systematically. Indeed, making principled decisions about when to control, what to control for, and when to avoid control is important for making convincing causal claims in a diverse research setting and can be easily derived by inspecting DAGs.

### 3.2. Elemental Causal Configurations in DAGs

DAGs usually are more complex than the example presented above. However, even very complex DAGs consist of a small set of typical configurations with specific implications: chains, forks, and inverted forks.

#### 3.2.1. Chains

In the example in Figure 1, we have seen the simplest configuration, A→B, or access to learning material → MOOC completion, with two nodes and one arrow. Slightly longer, a chain consists of three nodes and two arrows A→B→C or, for example, access to learning material → materials studied → MOOC completion. In this case, B is a mediator between A and C because completing the MOOC would be dependent on studying the material, which itself is dependent on accessing the materials. This means that if we assume that this DAG is exhaustive, the association between A and C represents the causal effect, which is “transmitted” via the mediator B. Crucially, should we decide to control for B in a chain A→B→C (controlled variables are indicated by a box), we effectively block the mediator from transmitting the causal effect. This makes sense because if we only look at students with identical amounts of material studied (B), the effect of accessing the material cannot be “transmitted” to MOOC completion. This is called overcontrol bias (Elwert & Winship, 2014) or overadjustment bias (Schisterman et al., 2009) and usually leads to an attenuation in the estimation of causal effects. Thus, under these conditions, the estimated effect would be smaller than the true causal effect.

#### 3.2.2. Forks

Like our example in Figure 2, forks have the structure A←B→C, or, for example, access to learning material ← self-regulated learning skills → MOOC completion. In this case, B is a common cause of A and C, and if we estimate the effect of A on C, we encounter a non-causal association. This is because variables that share a common cause are associated, constituting bias due to confounding. As laid out in the example, controlling for B in A←B→C prevents this non-causal transmission because, in this situation, B is no longer a common cause of A and C. In other words, the researchers in this example could attempt to statistically control for self-regulated learning skills of students to remove confounding and estimate the effect of access to learning material on course completion. Under these conditions, the causal effect of A on C is “identified,” and estimates of the true causal effect no longer contain spurious associations.

#### 3.2.3. Inverted Forks

Finally, we have inverted forks, a particularly tricky and underappreciated configuration A→B←C, or, for example, Self-regulated learning skills → MOOC success ← Prior knowledge. In inverted forks, the B variable is called a collider because it is a variable with more than one incoming arrow. As colliders, or common effects, have the unique property of naturally blocking spurious associations, travelling along the inverted fork from A to C, we do not encounter a non-causal association. Considering the above example, this substantively makes sense because we have no reason to believe that SRL and prior knowledge (PK) should be associated just because they both have an influence on MOOC success. Crucially, however, any type of control on a collider introduces a spurious association, where A will be correlated with C despite there being no true causal connection. If we are not aware of the collider status of MOOC success, we may be tempted to control for this variable, thinking that we are controlling a confounding variable. Or, more likely, in this example, we may be controlling this variable without knowing it, for example, through selection bias via MOOC attrition. If we, for example, collect data by sampling only students who have successfully completed the MOOC, we are effectively looking only at a subset of the actual student population. If we assume that either self-regulated learning skills or prior knowledge are sufficient for completing the MOOC, then our subset includes students with high degrees of SRL and PK, students who have high SRL and low PK, as well as students with low SRL and high PK. What is missing from the sample are students low on both SRL and PK, as it is unlikely for them to complete the MOOC. This will yield a negative, yet entirely spurious, association between SRL and PK in the sampled population.

Conditioning on a collider, as it is called, or endogenous selection bias is an increasingly recognized pitfall that can have devastating effects on the validity of causal claims (Elwert & Winship, 2015; Munafò et al., 2018; Richardson et al., 2019). The dangers of conditioning on a collider lays bare the problematic practice of indiscriminately including any multitude of variables that are correlated with both predictor and dependent variable in a statistical model, ostensibly to avoid confounding.
This unprincipled approach, sometimes called garbage-can regression (Achen, 2005) was already criticized by Meehl (1970) and its perils can now be anticipated within the graphical causal inference framework presented here (Pearl, 2009; Lee, 2012; Rohrer, 2018).

Importantly, these sources of bias are independent of whether the effects are causally interpreted by researchers or not. This is because the underlying mechanistic reality itself is causal and, to the extent that these sources of bias are present, parameter estimates will similarly be biased. This makes them essentially uninterpretable (Antonakis et al., 2010). For these reasons, researchers from different disciplines increasingly argue that careful language (Grosz et al., 2020) and scientific euphemisms (Hernán, 2018) in observational research are non-solutions to the problem of causal inference.

3.3. More Complex Example from LA Dashboards Research

Another fictitious team of researchers has developed an ambitious LA dashboard that presents dynamic performance metrics to students, hoping that this information will influence studying behaviour, and ultimately, learning achievement. Because these researchers 1) do not have the resources to conduct an RCT and 2) have not collected data in the past semesters so that they could compare learning achievement before and after deploying the dashboard feature in a quasi-experiment, they too are limited to observational data. As earlier, they hypothesize that SRL may play a confounding role, since research indicates that SRL affects both dashboard use (Jivet et al., 2020) and learning achievement (Zimmerman, 1990). Moreover, they hypothesize that SRL not only directly affects learning achievement, but is partly mediated by students’ study behaviour. The researchers now inspect the DAG shown in Figure 3 to assess if the desired causal effect is identified; that is, if all non-causal paths between IV and DV are blocked.

![DAG representing the causal assumptions in a Learning Analytics Dashboard study.](Image)

Figure 3. DAG representing the causal assumptions in a Learning Analytics Dashboard study.

Tracing the possible paths from dashboard use to learning achievement, we find two “back-door paths” (Pearl, 1993), 1) dashboard use $\leftarrow$ SRL $\rightarrow$ learning achievement and 2) dashboard use $\leftarrow$ SRL $\rightarrow$ study behaviour $\rightarrow$ learning achievement. These are back-door paths because they start with an arrow pointing to the hypothesized causal variable and end with an arrow pointing to the dependent variable. As both back-door paths in this example consist of only chains and forks, there is no inverted fork (with a collider) naturally blocking transmission of a spurious association. Due to this confounding situation, the researchers conclude that the causal effect is not identified and zero-order correlations between dashboard use and learning achievement would yield a nebulous mix of the true causal effect as well as additional non-causal associations travelling via back-door paths.

Knowing that they can block a back-door path — thus preventing it from transmitting non-causal information — by controlling any one variable on this path, they start looking for candidate variables to statistically control for. The researchers figure out that controlling for study behaviour would not suffice as this would only block dashboard use $\leftarrow$ SRL $\rightarrow$ study behaviour $\rightarrow$ learning achievement, but leave open dashboard use $\leftarrow$ SRL $\rightarrow$ learning achievement. Controlling SRL, on the other hand, would do both by blocking dashboard use $\leftarrow$ SRL $\rightarrow$ study behaviour $\rightarrow$ learning achievement and dashboard use $\leftarrow$ SRL $\rightarrow$ learning achievement. If the researchers assume that their DAG in Figure 3 exhaustively captures the causal web of variables with a high degree of veracity, controlling for SRL would suffice to identify the causal effect of dashboard use and learning achievement so that the remaining correlation would be an estimate of the true causal effect. Section 3.4 will briefly outline the different ways that researchers may go about controlling confounders in their research.

3.4. Statistical and Experimental Control

We can distinguish between two approaches to control: statistical control and experimental control. Though they can sometimes lead to similar results in terms of causal inferences, they differ in terms of the underlying mechanism of control (Knight & Winship, 2013). Common methods of statistical control described here include group-specific analysis, third variable inclusion, and matching. For each of these methods, strengths and shortcomings will be briefly discussed. Importantly, statistical controlling for a variable requires that it has been measured in some way, highlighting the need for working with DAGs in the design stage of a research study.
3.4.1. Statistical Control

Group-specific analyses work by stratifying the sample and then conducting analyses within each subset, or strata (Tripepi et al., 2010; Kahlert et al., 2017). A classic example of this is estimating an effect for men and women separately. We can conceive of research hypotheses where biological sex is a confounding variable. Stratifying our analysis along biological sex would, in essence, block this non-causal path because only women are compared to women and we then no longer are worried that gender may be an alternative explanation for our effect. Alternatively, as reported in Russell et al. (2020), at-risk status (moderate vs. high-risk) may be considered a confounder, such that the analyses of the effects of an LA application on outcome variables are conducted separately for these student groups. This approach works best for categorical variables but becomes less useful with more continuous variables, as defined strata may be the result of arbitrary cutoffs. Also, with more stratification variables, the number of strata quickly increases, limiting the effective sample size and, thus, statistical power.

A second popular approach is the inclusion of one or multiple third variables in a regression model, and examining the regression coefficient of the predictor variable beyond what the third variables (or covariates) explain. An example of this can again be found in Russell et al. (2020), where researchers controlled potentially confounding variables like prior learning outcomes, demographics, and study skills via covariates in a regression model to estimate the effect of their LA intervention on outcome variables. This approach avoids the issues of stratification by allowing for the inclusion of many confounders. However, this approach comes with strong assumptions; for example, the linearity between all confounders and the dependent variable (McNamee, 2005). Two other practical issues can emerge when attempting to control via third variable inclusion: the Table 2 fallacy and distortions of construct validity. The Table 2 fallacy (Westreich & Greenland, 2013) refers to incorrectly interpreting multivariate-adjusted associations that were included to control for confounding. While confounding may be removed, leading the causal effect of interest to be identified, estimates for the confounders themselves should not be interpreted in the same way, that is, as predictor variables. Distortion of construct validity refers to the phenomenon that residualization of the variables in the statistical model implies a transformation of the construct itself, as can be seen in changed discriminant and convergent validity (Winne, 1983). Thus, their parameters should not be interpreted at face value.

Matching is another common approach to statistical control and works by purposefully creating groups that are similar with respect to potentially confounding variables. In other words, researchers aim to approximate the effect of randomization by assigning participants to groups based on variables that are expected to exert a confounding effect. The matching procedure is data-based and can be based on a multitude of variables. In a situation of perfect matching, these variables could no longer be the cause of any differences in the dependent variable. A widely used method of this approach is propensity score matching (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983; Austin, 2011), which has also been employed in the LA literature (Lim et al., 2021). However, propensity score matching has been associated with shortcomings (King & Nielsen, 2019), while other matching procedures like nearest neighbour matching (using Mahanalobis Distance) and (coarsened) exact matching having been shown to avoid these shortcomings (King et al., 2011). Indeed, a comparison of matching methods in the context of assessing the efficacy of automated feedback showed that nearest neighbour matching using Mahanalobis Distance was the most suitable approach and outperformed the more common Propensity Score approach (Mousavi et al., 2021).

Finally, regression discontinuity can be used when treatments are assigned based on a threshold or cutoff value of the so-called running variable. Observations close to either side of the cutoff will be comparable with respect to the running variable as well as all variables that determine the running variable. In these cases, the causal effect can be assumed to be identified, because all differences in the dependent variable will likely be due to the treatment. As an example, if the provision of an educational remedial program is based on standardized math and reading tests (as reported in Jacob & Lefgren, 2004), students who just barely were included and those who were barely excluded can be used as observations to identify the causal effect of the remedial program. An example of this in the area of LA can be found in the study by Klenke et al. (2021), where the authors assess the efficacy of an early warning system for students with the help of regression discontinuity. An extension of this is fuzzy regression discontinuity design, where the cutoff value does not fully determine the treatment but rather the likelihood of treatment (Bloom, 2012). A major drawback of this approach is the limited statistical power that results from considering only the slice of data around the cutoff value. On the other hand, the further we move away from the cutoff (i.e., to increase power), the less defensible the assumption of comparability becomes. Further, in many research contexts, a natural threshold of the running variable will not be available. In these cases, researchers must decide on a cutoff themselves, a practice that, similar to median splits, may be deemed artificial and difficult to defend.

Common to all approaches to statistical control reviewed here is that their utility in reducing bias is proportional to their ability to measure a given variable validly and reliably. Thus, attempts to reduce bias from observational data are influenced by measurement error. For example, if a putative confounding variable cannot be measured with high reliability, this negatively affects our ability to reduce spurious association via statistical control (Westfall & Yarkoni, 2016). Practically, this suggests that statistical control will be a more appealing option in situations where well-understood variables can be enlisted via well-established psychometric methods.
3.4.2. Experimental Control

Experimental control is different from statistical control because it does not block or unblock causal paths; it deletes them from the DAG entirely. By manipulating the hypothesized causal variable (i.e., making it a truly independent variable), we take control of the mechanism that generates it and this — in theory — leaves no other causes remaining (Lee, 2012). For example, if we are worried that student characteristics influence both the usage of a technological intervention (e.g., a learning analytics dashboard) and the dependent variable the intervention is targeting (e.g., learning achievement), we can randomly assign students to two conditions, one in which students use the intervention as part of their learning activities and one in which the intervention is not present at all.

This was done in Hellings & Haelermans (2020), where computer science students were randomly assigned to two groups that either received weekly emails with access to a learning analytics dashboard or did not receive these updates. The goal of this experimental assignment was to delete all arrows pointing toward the usage of the intervention because there are no longer any causes for the intervention aside from randomness which, by definition, is not a systematic cause. Thus, the de-confounding power of RCTs lies in the ability to eliminate back-door paths by deleting arrows into the independent variable. In Hellings & Haelerman (2020), however, this was not entirely successful, as some students in the control group refrained from accessing their dashboard, in effect remaining without intervention, for reasons unknown but unlikely to be random. For this reason, unobserved causes influence both dashboard use as well as the dependent variables, thus presenting a confounding situation similar to Figure 2.

Another example of experimental control is seen in natural experiments. Here, randomization occurs in real-world settings without researchers deliberately controlling this randomization. An example of this can be found in Mullaney & Reich (2015), where a MOOC platform changed their content release strategy and the effect of this change was assessed in terms of outcome variables. As this example shows, actual randomness is not strictly necessary to generate causal inferences from natural experiments; it suffices to find observations whose treatment status is not generated through a systematic mechanism that may serve as a back-door path. In this case, the content-release strategy of the platform reasonably did not affect who decided to subscribe to a course. Thus, we expect no arrows pointing at the hypothesized causal variable, yielding an experimental control without actual randomness.

It should be noted that although experimental control circumvents many challenges that plague statistical control, the effectiveness of a manipulation is determined by the extent to which stringent operationalization of the independent variable is available. In other words, while randomized experiments allow a degree of confidence that a causal effect is present, further, more restrictive assumptions are needed to claim that it was indeed this (and only this) independent variable that affected this (and only this) dependent variable.

4. Examples of Pitfalls in the Learning Analytics Literature

In the following subsections, we will review selected examples from the published LA literature to point out how the three basic pitfalls may manifest in actual research studies. We present one study where confounding may be present, one study with a potential endogenous selection bias, and two studies where we suspect a type of collider bias. Importantly, the DAGs constructed and the causal inference implications derived are tentative, in that they represent a good-faith effort of extrapolating a causal structure from the information provided in the publication, both explicit and implicit, alongside some basic domain knowledge. Given that some assumptions needed to be made, we want to clearly point out that actual data and statistical analyses in the future may prove our conclusions wrong. The goal of this section is not to generate novel scientific insights in these different lines of research, but instead to show how reasoning about bias with DAGs can be used to improve study design and statistical analyses for sounder inference.

4.1. Confounding

The Course Signals study by Arnold & Pistilli (2012) had a big impact on the then-still-young field of LA. In September 2021, almost a decade later, Google Scholar reported 1048 citations to this LAK conference paper. A big part of the success of this research may be attributed to the impressive effects reported. In 2007, Purdue University piloted Course Signals, a student early warning system that allowing instructors to learn be alerted about students who might be at risk of failing classes and to act appropriately to inform students of their at-risk status. As a typical example of applied research, the systems effectiveness was evaluated observationally by exploiting the fact that not all courses employed the technology. Due to this, retention of students encountering Course Signals was compared with that of students who did not encounter the system. Notably, the retention rate was more than 20% higher for 4th-year students who had encountered Course Signals in two or more of their classes (93.24%) than those who had not encountered the system at all (69.4%). Later cohorts showed similarly impressive numbers. Moreover, the notable jumps in retention rates of students who had encountered the system in two or more classes led the authors to hypothesize about this significant threshold above which changes “for the rest of their academic careers” may occur (Mathewson, 2015).
However, as skeptical researchers soon began pointing out, there are reasons to believe that the effect may be confounded (Caulfield, 2013; Clow, 2013; Ferguson & Clow, 2017). To reason about the identifiability of the causal effect of interest, we can again refer to available information from “outside” the data. Because we know that the treatment was not randomized, we need to consider variables that point toward the outcome variable. A plausible contender for this is the number of classes taken. The more classes a student has taken, the less likely it becomes that they have not encountered the treatment. Confounding would be present under the additional assumption that this variable — number of classes taken — also affects the outcome of interest, student retention. Of course, this assumption must be true because a student who has dropped out will always have taken fewer classes than a student who has not. The resulting DAG shown in Figure 4 leads us to the conclusion that the effect of Course Signals → Student retention is unidentified due to the open back-door path Course Signals ← Number of Classes → Student Retention. Blocking this back-door path by controlling for the number of classes taken, Course Signals ← Number of Classes → Student Retention would stop the transmission of non-causal association, leading to the causal effect being identified. In this case, the remaining association would more closely approximate the true causal effect of interest. As this confounding variable is easily measured, causal inferences regarding the effects of Course Signals, presumably, could have been greatly improved, even without dramatic changes to the research design.

In general, confounding is likely the most prevalent bias in any empirical undertaking, also in LA. Outside of tightly controlled randomized variables, fully squashing confounding is difficult as there are conceivably always additional “lurking” variables that are not amenable to control. Thus, a reduction of confounding should be the goal here. Reducing confounding is necessary to reduce false positives and the identification of confounding variables can only be done with substantive domain knowledge.

4.2. Blocking a Mediator

The following is a somewhat more complex example, in which one incidental control may have led to overcontrol bias and the attenuation of effects, while the deliberate statistical control may have prevented a collider bias. Beheshitha et al. (2016) investigated the effects of three different visualization types on student participation in online discussions, controlling for achievement goal orientations. Notably, they were able to randomize visualization type provisions so that we can be sure no path is pointing to the independent variable, which suggests no confounding. As the authors further expect differential effects due to individual dispositions, they control for achievement goal orientations (AGO). These causal assumptions are encoded in a DAG in Figure 5. As there is no back-door path connecting the independent variable with the dependent variable, we would assume that the causal effect is identified. This type of control is also called “neutral control” (Cinelli et al., 2020), as it does not block a back-door path while also not opening any previously blocked back-door paths. Thus, in terms of the identification and estimation of the causal effect, it is neutral.
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However, the authors then explain that they restricted their sample to those students who have actually engaged with the visualization more than once. Intuitively, this makes sense because why should students be considered who did not experience the treatment? What is not made explicit though is that the authors, in doing so, introduce a mediator — visualization use — that transmits the association between the intervention and the dependent variable (Figure 6). This mediating configuration is logically necessary because if the actual use of visualizations is necessary to experience the effects of the visualization type, it must be on a path from independent to dependent variable. Also, we must assume that the type of visualization presented will, to some extent, affect the likelihood that a given student will use it. To be clear, this mediating mechanism was, of course, part of the data-generation mechanism before the authors mention it in their report. This is true for any number of potential mediating variables between our main variables of interest. However, if the variable is conditioned on, explicitly or implicitly — the latter as is the case here — we must consider its position within the causal graph.

In essence, by restricting their sample to students who have used the visualizations, they block the mediating path $Visualization\ Type \rightarrow Visualization\ Use \rightarrow Qual/Quant\ of\ Student\ Posts$, leading to overcontrol bias (Figure 6). We can presume that this led estimates to be smaller than the true causal effect. If we further assume that AGO affects both visualization use and the dependent variable — both theoretically highly plausible — then we have the further complicating situation that visualization use is a collider, potentially opening up the non-causal path $Visualization\ Type \rightarrow Visualization\ Use \leftarrow AGO \rightarrow Qual/Quant\ of\ Student\ Posts$, because conditioning on a collider always opens otherwise naturally blocked paths. Fortunately, the authors already control for AGO, so that this non-causal back-door path actually remains blocked, $Visualization\ Type \rightarrow Visualization\ Use \leftarrow AGO \rightarrow Qual/Quant\ of\ Student\ Posts$. In this case, the arguably more severe collider bias — frequently a Type I error — is avoided, whereas the Type II-leaning overcontrol bias remains present. Having the DAG at hand, we can now reason that simply statistically controlling for AGO would have sufficed to avoid both pitfalls.

![Figure 6. DAG representing possible causal structure of Beheshitha et al. (2016).](image)

Mediating variables are the mechanisms by which causal effects are transmitted. Thus, limiting its variance in any way reduces this transmission and, as a result, attenuates the estimate of the true causal effect. In other words, blocking the mediator reduces the association of interest (Schistermann et al. 2009). Researchers should take care not to engage in such overcontrol as this leads to false negatives (Elwert & Winship, 2014). Identification of what is a mediator and what is a confounder necessitates a theoretical understanding of the variables themselves as well as their interrelations.

### 4.3. Conditioning on a Collider

This section will provide examples of two different types of collider bias that recur in the published LA literature: collider bias by sample truncation and collider bias by nonresponse.

#### 4.3.1. Sample Truncation

Gašević et al. (2016) conducted a large analysis (N=4134) of how student learning behaviours in the LMS predict their grades and their likelihood of passing/failing the course. Building an argument against generalized predictive models, they demonstrate that such predictions of student success vary substantially between different courses. Therefore, they argue, predictions of student success that fail to consider effects of differential instructional conditions place limitations on the potential of LA to improve teaching and learning. To build their case, they sample student data from nine courses, ranging from accounting to graphic design to biology. These courses were chosen due to their participation in an initiative designed to enhance student retention (ESAP). Crucially, eligibility to the ESAP initiative was based on a cutoff of student success in the previous five years (less than 80% or 85% retention, depending on the course). Thus, we can infer that the final sample was truncated not at random but based on relatively stable factors at the course level that lead to consistent underperformance.

As in previous examples, to assess the possibility of bias, we must, to some extent, theoretically reason about these factors; if and how they relate to the hypothesized causal variable and dependent variables of interest. In this case, we expect there to be some relatively stable course factors that may lead to eligibility to the retention initiative. These could be, for example, complexity of course content, difficulty of assessment tasks, alignment in assessment, quality of instructional design, ability
of instructor, or others. Importantly, although the reported analysis included several control variables in the regression models, they are all individual variables like age, gender, previous enrollment, and more. Thus, no course-level variables are accounted for so that they remain completely unobserved. Collider bias looms if we can make the additional assumption that some of these unobserved factors influence not only eligibility to ESAP but also have a causal effect on student behaviour in the LMS (hypothesized causal variable) and student success (dependent variable). Upon consideration, both assumptions seem not only plausible but logically necessary. Figure 7 depicts such a possible configuration.

The resulting causal configuration yields an M-bias, a specific type of conditioning on a collider named after its distinct shape (Pearl, 2009; Flanders & Ye, 2019). In this DAG, we have an open back-door path student behaviour ← teacher engagement → ESAP inclusion ← quality of instructional design → student success. This would introduce spurious associations between student behaviour and student success and could help explain some of the difficult-to-interpret negative associations between student behaviour and student success, e.g., negative association between accessing the LMS feature “book” and student percent marks for some courses (Table 5, p. 77). Paradoxically, this negative association is consistent with the respective behaviour generally being a strong positive predictor in a non-truncated sample.

There are different approaches to circumvent collider bias by sample truncation. As it is likely too difficult to explicitly model all the causal factors for ESAP inclusion in order to control for them — the nuanced effects of teacher engagement and instructional design on student behaviour and student success being the focus of ongoing research efforts — the remaining approaches should be based on ceasing to condition on the collider ESAP inclusion. Therefore, this is an example of bias that likely cannot be remedied by statistical control with the tools laid out in the current paper. Instead, experimental control seems most appropriate. Thus, the effects of student behaviour on student success should be estimated based on a sample that is not truncated based on the unobserved antecedents of ESAP inclusion. An extension of the initiative to all courses or a randomized subset of these (i.e., not only underperforming ones) would remove the collider bias and allow for the estimation of the true causal effect of student behaviour on student success.

Moving away from this specific example to the more general issue of sample truncation, an important goal of LA (Verbert et al., 2012) is identifying and helping at-risk student populations (e.g., Akçapınar et al., 2019; Russell et al., 2020; Foster & Siddle, 2020). From an external validity perspective, sampling such a subset of students can bring the limitation that inferences will not be applicable to the larger, non-at-risk student populations — a limitation that may be deemed acceptable, depending on the underlying goal of learning analytics interventions. However, as outlined above and perhaps counterintuitively, sample truncation may also lead to inferences that themselves are biased, thus lacking not only external but also internal validity (Munafò et al. 2018). This is because the causes for the at-risk status of students are themselves causal factors for the variables of interest and a sample truncated based on these causes must be, by definition, biased with respect to the variables of interest. In these cases, the obtained parameter estimates will not reflect the true causal effect, which in the obvious cases can lead to results that are hard to interpret, for example, due to sign changes. In the less obvious cases, results may simply be attenuated or inflated.

4.3.2. Nonresponse

Zhu et al. (2016) conducted a longitudinal analysis in a MOOC on Big Data and Education. Specifically, they looked at network metrics derived from forum activity and looked for associations between the social connectedness of a given student and learning engagement, as measured by acquired scores, lecture views, and other extracted behaviours. The longitudinal aspect becomes salient as they conduct these analyses several times (once per week for an 8-week course) to account for 1) developments over time and 2) network metrics from a previous week influencing learning engagement later. At the time of data collection, this MOOC has had more than 48,000 participants over its duration, with only a small subset of students actively participating and completing, as is common in MOOCs (Reich & Ruiperez-Valente, 2019). Thus, in line with their
research questions, the authors restricted their sample to students who had posted or commented at least once in the forum, reducing the sample to 770 students. Further, we learn that of this subset, only 155 (or 20%) of students earned a certificate. The longitudinal design of this study thus implies that the sample progressively shrunk from week 1 to week 7 (week 8 was not analyzed). This means that each weekly regression model is conducted on an increasingly limited sample. Our substantive knowledge of the MOOC literature suggests that this attrition process is not random but may be determined by a multitude of factors, two of which may be the variables of interest themselves or closely related, i.e., social connectedness (e.g., Galikyan et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2019) and learning engagement (e.g., Tseng et al., 2016; Joksimović et al., 2018). Or, conversely, given our substantive knowledge, it appears highly unlikely that MOOC attrition is entirely independent from these student variables. These resulting causal assumptions are encoded in the DAG in Figure 8 and suggest that the authors have conditioned on the collider MOOC attrition. Because colliders become unblocked if they are conditioned on, there is now an open back-door path between the causes of attrition, introducing spurious associations.

Through consulting information from outside the data, we can hypothesize that the authors have conditioned on MOOC attrition by 1) initially restricting their sample to students who have participated in the forum and 2) by conducting analyses on a progressively shrinking subset of these initial students (which we find additional evidence for in the increasing sizes of standard errors). This attribute of the research design may help explain the “sometimes puzzling effects” (Zhu et al., 2016, p. 1) discovered in the data. The authors note that, for example, there were even sign changes of some effects between weeks. Instead of substantive reasoning, these inconsistent findings may be consistent with an increasingly severe collider bias due to the longitudinal design of the study. Unfortunately, in this case, there seems to be no easy fix as the collider is conditioned on by design. Due to the research questions formulated, it is not a reasonable solution to extend the analysis to the total sample of MOOC participants. One possibility for mitigating the inconsistency of bias in this case would be restricting the sample to the subset of students who completed the course from the beginning. However, this would not affect the severity of collider bias but only yield more consistently biased estimates.

Extending this to the broader literature, as a high degree of student attrition is a known feature of MOOCs (Reich & Ruiperez-Valente, 2019), LA research using MOOC data should be aware of the effects of non-response on causal inferences. Again, from an external validity perspective, it can be problematic to draw inferences based on those students who persevered, as this amounts to a survivorship bias, the fallacy of deriving broad conclusions based on a sample that has overcome a critical selection process. What is less recognized is that from the perspective of internally valid causal inferences, a failure to account for the possibility of student attrition being a collider increases the likelihood of biased parameter estimates (Munafo et al., 2018), which can lead to inconsistent or puzzling results. This is because the causes of student attrition are themselves the variables of interest and, thus, samples selected in this way are per se biased with respect to these focal variables.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Educational research is a complex undertaking (Berliner, 2002), not least due to the many potential sources of bias that undermine attempts of arriving at answers to causal questions from observational research (Gustafsson, 2013). By association, this is also true of the field of LA, where the same issues prevail, albeit embedded in the complexity of socio-technical systems (Dawson et al., 2019). As a result, outside of randomized controlled experiments, it is unlikely that bias can be circumvented entirely. In these cases, a principled approach to reducing bias to approximate true causal effects is needed.

Using the graphical methods of inspecting DAGs to assess the identifiability of causal effects, this paper has focused on the back-door criterion, where non-causal paths are discovered and selected for potential adjustment. With this, we have outlined a non-parametric and straightforward tool to reason about bias in the LA literature. However, the back-door criterion does not exhaust the approaches of estimating causal effects from observational data. For example, in the unfortunate situation where unobserved or even unobservable variables are expected to introduce bias, we can turn to another approach, the front-door criterion (Pearl, 1995; 2009). This approach works if an observed variable fully mediates between the hypothesized causal variable and dependent variables but is unrelated to the unobserved confounder. Then, the causal effect can be identified, even in the presence of such an unobserved confounder (Bellemare et al., 2019). However, this approach is not yet incorporated widely into the toolkit of empirical researchers, mainly due to the rarity of situations where these assumptions hold. For this reason, this primer focuses on the much more widely used back-door criterion, which can be applied to a variety of research situations in the social sciences, such as education and psychology, and to LA in particular.
A hallmark of this approach is the reliance on expert or “outside” knowledge, i.e., theory, to arrive at DAGs that are as valid and comprehensive as possible. Although the importance of theory has been noted (e.g., Dawson et al., 2015; Wise & Shaffer, 2015; Wong et al., 2019), for example, to guide the choice of variables, to help interpret findings, or to reason about generalizability, the role of substantive theory to avoid pitfalls in causal inference has received little explicit attention in the LA literature. This translates into an important implication of this paper: Substantive knowledge — about how constructs and variables interact — is the most valuable lever for causal claims (Shrier & Platt, 2008) and, in essence, the foundation for discovery of actionable insights to understand and optimize learning, the stated goal of LA (Clow, 2013; Siemens & Gašević, 2012).

Unfortunately, resolving this theoretical impetus may quickly become challenging in practice, as substantive knowledge (theory) itself consists of assumed causal structures. However, as demonstrated in this primer, with the DAG approach to causal inference and only skeletal, outside information at hand, we can plausibly reduce bias in observational research. In some cases, there may be competing, equally convincing DAGs with diverging causal implications. In these cases, points of divergence should themselves become the focus of future research endeavours, such that — akin to a bootstrapping procedure — a causal foundation is built based on existing knowledge. Crucially, a DAG derived based on substantive and rational deliberation, no matter how uncertain or preliminary, will likely yield better estimates than remaining in the darkness of spurious associations. In this, we wholeheartedly agree with Hicks et al. (2022) that causal reasoning with DAGs provides a valuable non-technical tool to incorporate knowledge from different sources — for example non-research stakeholders or researchers from different disciplines — to arrive at actionable insights for substantive questions. They demonstrate this for the challenge of student retention but, of course, other research lines may also profit similarly.

As a specific implication of this paper, we suggest that future research studies should make use of DAGs to reason about the strength of causal claims and the possibility of bias. Ideally, this should be done in the planning phase so that potential pitfalls may be mitigated ahead of time, for example by collecting additional data needed for statistical control or improving the research design toward tighter experimental control, or both. It is hoped that this relatively simple non-parametric approach to causal reasoning — back-door criterion using DAGs — becomes more widespread in the field of LA, as has been the case in many other fields, with epidemiology being a striking example of speedy integration of this approach (Tennant et al., 2021). Transparent communication of causal assumptions may not only yield better estimates of causal effects in single studies but may overall have the added benefit of making more salient the status of causal knowledge in the field, highlighting gaps and open questions regarding actionable knowledge in LA. It is our hope that this introduction helps kickstart and extend the conversation about causal claims, potential pitfalls, and the use of DAGs in LA research.
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